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Color hexadecimal for the following: RED=FF0000, BLACK=000000, GREEN=00FF00 

The three ways to develop a webpage or website? Notepad, application software, CMS 

What’s are the primary colors used in a Web Authoring Page? RED, GREEN, BLUE 

What is meant by the word SYNTAX? Every language has a set of rules that govern the ways 

their words combine to form phrases, clauses, and sentences. Similarly, in a computer 

programming language 

What is meant by the word HYPERLINK? Either text, an image or part of an image that is 

linked to another item or web page 

What does URL stand for? Is another term for the name of a website known as a Uniform 

Resource Locator 

Define what is meant by World Wide Web? An information system that operates over the 

internet 

Name some commonly used in tags in CSS – WEB AUTHORING – font-family, font-color, 

font-align, body, table, td, list-style 

What is the target for a hyperlink that needs to open in a new window? _blank 

What can you test on a website? Navigation, presentation, usability, suitability 

What does FTP stand for? File Transfer Protocol 

What does CSS stand for? Cascading Style Sheets 

What program can I use to create a GIF animation? GIMP, import all images as layers, then resize 

canvas size to specifics, also change all imported images to same as canvas size – export image as a 

GIF Image and lower left export format as GIF Image as well (remember where you save to and 

rename it), uncheck boxes in next window and just tick animation and calculate timing options to 

specifics(1000 milliseconds = 1 second) and export. 

THINGS TO REMEMBER: 

A) Save CCS files as CSS on the save as options 

B) Save HTML files as HTML or HML 

C) Check {opened & closed} captions 

D) Check COMMA, for default options (arial, sans-serif, calibri) 

E) Also use ; SEMICOLON to start a new tag 

F) TABLE = exterior specifics & TD = interior specifics 

G) Colors are always added as HEXIDECIMALS starting with a hashtag #FF0000 
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